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ABSTRACT

the identity claim is accepted, Most of the applications in

According to Bayesian decisioll the01)', the maximulII a
posteriori

(MAP)
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decisioll rille is used to minimize the

which voice is used to confirm the identity claim of a

speaker arc classified as speaker veri fieation.

posteriori

Speaker recognition methods can also be divided into text

probability is determilled if the a priori probability and

dependent and text-indcpendent. When the same text is

speaker

recogllition

erml'

rate.

The

a

the likelihood fUllctioll are knoll'n. However, there was

110

method to determine the a priori probability, therefore
likelihood (AIL) decisioll rule is IIsed

the maximum

illstead. This paper proposes a method to estimate the
priori probabilifyfor speakers based
set

and

speaker

models.

a

the training data

011

Speaker

identification

experiments pelfarmed on l38 Gaussian miX/lire speaker

lIIodels ill tile YOHO database using the MAP rule sholl'ed
lou'a error rates Ihan lIsing lIre AIL rule.

recognition

reeog1llzmg

information

a

the

is

speaker

inc lu ded in

process

by

using

text-dependent.

For text -in dependen t operation, the text

used

and

to

train

test

system

the

is

completely

unconstrained.
It has been shown that as long as the training data set
covers a sufficient variety of the speaker's speech sound,
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) arc effective models

capable of achieving high identification accuracy for short
utterance
speech

I. INTRODUCTION
Speaker

used for both training and testing, the system is said to be

[7].

lengths

from

unconstrained

conversational

In general, the GMM is a statistical clustering

method. Its algorithm can be referred to as a prototype
of automatically
speaker-specific

speech waves [5]. This

technique

can be use d to verify the identity claimed by people

accessing certain 'proteeted systems; that is, it enables

[2].

access control of various services by voice

Voice

based algorithm, that is, a number of prototypes arc
generated from the training feature vectors by representing

the feature �pacc

as a m i x ture

of Gaussian distributions.

Each prototype consists of a set of model parameters
including
weight.

mean vector, covariance matrix and mixture
Parameters

arc

trained

in

an

unsupervised

dialing,

banking over a telephone network, database

classification using the expectation maximisation (EM)

access

services,

algorithm [4]. This algorithm provides an iterative maximum

security

control

for

confidential

in
. formation, and remote access or computers arc im p o rtan t

applications of speaker recognition technology.

likelihood estimation technique.
Given an unknown utterance and a set of speaker models

Speaker recognition can be classified into two specific

trained by the GMM method, bas ed on Bayesian decision

tasks: identification and verification, Speaker identification

theory, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule is

is the process of determining which one of the voices

used to minimize the speaker recognition error rate. The a
probability

is

detennined

if the

known to the system best matches the input voice sample.

posteriori

When an unknown speaker must be identified as one of

probability

speaker identification. If the input voice sample docs not

priori probability, thereforc an assumption of likely equal

have a close enough match to anyone of the known

speakers is always applied and the maximum likelihood

speakers and the system can produce a' "no match"

(M L) decision rule is used.

the set of known speakers, the task is known as closed-set

decision [8], the task is known as opell-set speaker
identification.

Speaker

verification is

the process

of

accepting or rejecting the identity claim of a speaker. An
identity claim is made by an unknown speaker, and an
utterance of this unknown spcaker is compared with the

model for the speaker whose identity is claimcd. If the

match is good enough, that is, above a given threshold,

and

the

likelihood

function

a

arc

priori
known.

However, there was no existing method to determine the a

This paper proposes a method to estimate the a priori
probability for speakers based on the training data sct and
speaker models. The a priori probabilities

are

randomly

initialized and thcn iteratively updated until a convergence
is reached, Speaker identification experiments performcd
on 138 Gaussian mixture speaker models in the YOHO
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database using the MAP rule showed lower error rates
than using the ML rule.

to classify X into III speaker models by using M
discriminant functions .heX), computing the similarities

2. GAUSSIAN I\IIXTURE MODELS

between the unknown X and each speaker model A k and

Let

X {XI ,x2 , ... ,XT}
=

be a set of T vectors, each of

which is a d-<limensional feature vector extracted by digital
speech signal processing. Assuming a statistical
independence between these vectors, the probability of
the set X given the model Acan be calculated as follows

log P(X ) A)

r

=

Llog P(r, I A)

,.

=

LII)N(,\;.Pi,I'i)

(2)

;�l

where A denotes a prototype consisting of a set of model
parameters A={lIii,}.ii,1:i},
wi' i
I, . , c, are the
=

,

mixture weights and N{xt ,11 i, Ii) i

=

.

1, . ,

.

C

N(xt,llj,II)

=

� + (XI - lIi ) I ;1 (xt -III) }
.

(2n)

IEil

1/2

fk (X)

T

IV; "'..!..Ip(i I x/',\)

(4)

T '�l
r

L f'(i I x" A)·\i

(5)

L P(i I-\i ,1)

the discriminant function in (8)
following likelihood function [7]

���----

___

P(i IXt,A)

equivalent to the

Finally, using the log-likelihood in (I), the decision rule
used for speaker identification is

r
k* '" arg max Llog I'(x, lAd

2. MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI PROBABILITY

(II)

,=1

where P(Xt I "'*) is given in (2). The decision rules using

(8) and (10) are called the MAP rule and the ML ule,
respectively.
3. ESTIMATION OF PRIOR PROBABILITIES

We propose a new method in which the prior probabilities
can be estimated directly from the training data set using
the Lagrange method. Let Xbe the whole training data set
used to train the model set A
g, A2, . �/} for J\I

.,

speakers, the probability of X given A is as follows
T

'"

=

(6)
=

=

IS

(10)

1=1

- JIi )(XI - JIi)'

,

and noting that P(X) is the same for all speaker models,

log/V I A)

DECISION RULE

P(Ad'" 1/ AI

and assuming equally likely speakers, i.e.,

=

- - I�I
IIi �T"-----

Let Ak, k

(8)

I Xl

(9)

formulas arc used to estimate GMM model parameters [9]

�=�=' �I

peAk

19.5M

is the maximum
likelihood (ML) estimation. The following reestimation

T

=

Using the Bayes rule

(3)

most widely used training method

L P(i I ·\i. A )(xt

ISkSAI

Decide speaker k* if

In training the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), these
parameters are estimated such that in some sense, they
best match the distribution of the training '>ectors. The

-

(7)

arg max fk (X)

In the minimum-error-rate classifier [I], the discriminant
function is the a posteriori probability

'

dl2

=

, are the £1-

variate Gaussian component densities with mean vectors
II j and covariance matrices Ii
exp

k*

( I)

Since the distribution of these vectors is unknown, it is
approximatcly modeled by a mixture of Gaussian densities,
which is a weighted sum of c component densities. given
by the equation

P(x, I A)

selecting the model Ap if

(MAP)

L1ogP(xt I /I)
r

AI

1�1

;�I

T

At

I�I

1=1

L logL f'(Xt,Ai I A)

(12)

Llog L peA, I 1\ )P(\', I Ai, 1\)

The prior probabilities peA; I A) satisfies

I .. ,. 11-1, denote speake r models of III speakers.

At

LP(A; I 1\)

Given a feature vector sequence X, a classifier is designed

i�J
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P()" I A) such that the function

The task is to find
1 0gP(XI A)

is

maximized,

Maximizing

the

following

from

/'(A,-I A) is performed by setting its derivative to
P(Ai I A) is calculated

P(A; I A) as follows
P(AjIA)=

(15)

LP(x, lAb A)P(Ak I A)

at random

Step 2: Compute the probability [\x, I A"A) using (2), (3),

Step 3: Update the probability P(A.; I A) according to (15)
Step 4: Stop if the difference between the probability

(MFCCs)

and

the

normalized

short-lime

form a final set of feature vector with a dimension of 26 for
individual frames
Algorithmic Issues

GMMs arc initialized as follows. Mixture weights, mean
essentially

random

diagonal, i .e. La k Ii,
c

=

choices.

a1

Covariance

and [cr k IiI

=

matrices

0 if i"", j, where

arc

cr� , I

are variances. A variance limiting constraint was

(J

2
",'
"

=

10-2 on clements of all variance vectors in the

GMM in ollr expcriments. Each speaker was modelled by
using 96 training utterances in four enrolment sessions

current and proposed methods. GMMs were trained in

Experimental Results

threshold, otherwise go to step 2,

Figure

The proposed MAP decision rule:

I shows the spcaker identification error rates

averaged on the YOHO 138 speakers, Speaker models

Given an unknown utterance X and a sct of M speaker

(At, .:1" ., '

too low to allow meaningful comparisons between the
text-independent mode.

I'(A.; I A) and its update P(A.; IA) is below a chosen

A.-,), the proposed MAP decision

rulc is stated as follows

consist of 16, 32 and 64 Gaussian mixtures, respectively.
The identification error rate obtained by using the MAP

decision rule is lower than that obtained by using the ML
decision rule in all of the three different model sizes.

Decide speaker k· if

k· =argmaxP(XI AkoA)I'O.. 1 A)

IsksM

(16)

'if!. 16
c
�
<I>

14

�

<;; 12

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

0::

'-

g

Database description

w
c
0

The YOHO corpus was designed for spcaker verification
systems in office environments with Iimitcd vocabulary,

�
u

vocabulary consists of 56 two-digit numbers ranging from

�

'=

:g
<I>

There are 138 speakers, 106 males and 32 females, The

21 to 97 pronounced as "twenty-one", "ninety-seven", and

'\.

10

"

8

'--

6
2

0
16-Ml

16-MAP 32-Ml

contains 24 utterances. There are also ten verification

I through 10, and each session

contains 4 utterances. All waveforms arc low-pass filtered
at 3,8 kHz and sampled at 8 kHz. Speech processing was
perfomled using HTK V2,0, a toolkit [10] for building

32 -MAP

64-Ml

64-MAP

Model Size - Decision Rule

89", in each utterance, There arc four enrolment sessions
per speaker, numbered I through 4, and each scssion

r-

4

spoken continuously in sets of three, for example "3�45-

sessions, numbered

basic

without end-point detection. Error rates therefore were not

(4), (5) and (6)

=

The

[7]. This constraint places a minimum variance value
I'(A, I A)

satisfying (13)

models A

prc-emphasized.

applied to all GMMs using diagonal covariance matrices

The prior reestimation algorithm:

I: Generate the probability

and

energy, augmented by the corresponding delta MFCCs to

<k <

k=1

Step

windowcd

vectors, and covariance matrices were initialized with

y± MI'(x,IA;.A)J'(A, IA)
1=1

Hamming
coefficients

(\4)

zero. The updated prior probabilities

in 32 ms frames at a frame rate of \0 ms. Frames wcre
feature set consisted of 12th-ordcr mel-frequency cepstral

Lagrangian with the multiplier k

over
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Figure I: Speaker identification error rate (in

%)

averaged

on 138 speake rs for speaker models consisting of 16, 32
and

64

Gaussian

distributions

likelihood (ML) and maximum

using

a posteriori

the

maximum

(MAP) decision

rule

hiddcn Markov models (HMMs). The data were processed
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Figures 2 and 3 show the speaker identification error rates
versus the number of speakers. In general, the higher the

identification error rate is, the larger the number of
speakers is. [n both the figures, the MAP decision rule
provides lower identification error rates compared to the
ML decision rule. A similar result is also obtained for
experiments using 64 Gaussian mixtures.
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Experimental results on 138 speakers showed that using
the estimated a priori probability in speaker identification
has provided a better performance.
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